Leading stock exchange NSE on Tuesday introduced trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment.

In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, the National Stock Exchange (NSE) said in a statement.

It said dated government securities (G-secs) are already offered in the capital market segment. T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the central government whereas SDLs are issued by state governments.

Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements.

T-bills are issued in three maturities -- 91 days, 182 days and 364 days, whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years, with the majority of issuances taking place in the 10-year maturity segment.

Earlier in 2018, NSE had introduced an online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh or re-issuances (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism.

The exchange also added SDLs to this facility in November 2019.

In addition to G-secs, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital market segment, which provides an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market.

"Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now all the major government securities including G-sec, SDL and T-bills are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms," NSE Managing Director and CEO Vikram Limaye, said.

To date, the government securities market is dominated by institutional investors, he added.

According to him, availability of these securities in the capital market segment for trading, coupled with NSE's wide reach, is likely to increase participation of retail investors in this asset class. This will aid in diversifying the investor base for the government securities.
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"Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now all the major government securities including G-sec, SDL and T-bills are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms," NSE Managing Director and CEO Vikram Limaye, said.

To date, the government securities market is dominated by institutional investors, he added.

According to him, availability of these securities in the capital market segment for trading, coupled with NSE's wide reach, is likely to increase participation of retail investors in this asset class. This will aid in diversifying the investor base for the government securities.
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Leading stock exchange NSE on Tuesday introduced trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment.

In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, the National Stock Exchange (NSE) said in a statement.

It said dated government securities (G-secs) are already offered in the capital market segment.

T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the central government whereas SDLs are issued by state governments.

Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements.

T-bills are issued in three maturities -- 91 days, 182 days and 364 days, whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years, with the majority of issuances taking place in the 10-year maturity segment.

Earlier in 2018, NSE had introduced an online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh or re-issuances (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism.

The exchange also added SDLs to this facility in November 2019.

In addition to G-secs, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital market segment, which provides an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market.

"Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now all the major government securities including G-sec, SDL and T-bills are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms," NSE Managing Director and CEO Vikram Limaye, said.

To date, the government securities market is dominated by institutional investors, he added.
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Leading stock exchange NSE on Tuesday introduced trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment. In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, the National Stock Exchange (NSE) said in a statement.

It said dated government securities (G-secs) are already offered in the capital market segment.

T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the central government whereas SDLs are issued by state governments.
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T-bills are issued in three maturities -- 91 days, 182 days and 364 days, whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years, with the majority of issuances taking place in the 10-year maturity segment.

Earlier in 2018, NSE had introduced an online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh or re-issuances (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism.

The exchange also added SDLs to this facility in November 2019.

In addition to G-secs, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital market segment, which provides an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market.

"Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now all the major government securities including G-sec, SDL and T-bills are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms," NSE Managing Director and CEO Vikram Limaye, said.

To date, the government securities market is dominated by institutional investors, he added.

According to him, availability of these securities in the capital market segment for trading, coupled with NSE’s wide reach, is likely to increase participation of retail investors in this asset class. This will aid in diversifying the investor base for the government securities.
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Leading stock exchange NSE on Tuesday introduced trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment.

In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, the National Stock Exchange (NSE) said in a statement.

It said dated government securities (G-secs) are already offered in the capital market segment.

T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the central government whereas SDLs are issued by state governments.

Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements.

T-bills are issued in three maturities -- 91 days, 182 days and 364 days, whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years, with the majority of issuances taking place in the 10-year maturity segment.

Earlier in 2018, NSE had introduced an online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh or re-issuances (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism.

The exchange also added SDLs to this facility in November 2019.

In addition to G-secs, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital market segment, which provides an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market.

"Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now all the major government securities including G-sec, SDL and T-bills are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms," NSE Managing Director and CEO Vikram Limaye, said.

To date, the government securities market is dominated by institutional investors, he added.
According to him, availability of these securities in the capital market segment for trading, coupled with NSE’s wide reach, is likely to increase participation of retail investors in this asset class. This will aid in diversifying the investor base for the government securities.
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The National Stock Exchange (NSE) on Tuesday announced the start of its trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment. In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-Bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, said the bourse.

NSE said the dated government securities, which are already offered in the capital market segment, started trading from July 27. T-Bills and SDLs are issued by the central government and the state governments, respectively. Both are considered as eligible investments for banks to meet their statutory liquidity ratio (SLR) requirements. T-Bills are issued in three maturities — 91 days, 182 days, and 364 days — whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of three to 35 years with majority of issuance taking place in the 10-year maturity segment.

Vikram Limaye, managing director and chief executive officer of NSE, said, “Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now, all the major government securities, including G-sec, SDL and T-bills, are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms.” He stated that to date the G-sec market was dominated by institutional investors.

In 2018, NSE had introduced the NSE goBID online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh or re-issuances of G-secs (primary market) and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism. From November 2019, NSE added SDLs to this facility. “We believe that with the NSE goBID primary platform and the availability of these securities in the capital market segment for trading, coupled with NSE’s wide reach is likely to increase participation of retail investors in this asset class. This will aid in diversifying the investor base for the G-sec,” said Vikram Limaye.
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National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. (NSE), has started trading in T-bills (treasury bills) and SDLs (state development loans) in its capital market segment, the exchange said in a statement.

In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members. The dated government securities (G-sec) are already offered in the capital markets segment.

T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice, the NSE said.

T-bills are issued by the Central Government, whereas SDLs are issued by state governments.

T-bills are issued in three maturities — namely 91 days, 182 days and 364 days, whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3-35 years with the majority of issuance taking place in the 10-year maturity segment.

NSE has facilitated subscription of more than ₹240 crore from retail investors in government securities.

In addition to G-sec, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital markets segment which provide an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market, it added.
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Leading stock exchange NSE on Tuesday introduced trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment. In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, the National Stock Exchange (NSE) said in a statement.

It said dated government securities (G-secs) are already offered in the capital market segment. T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the central government whereas SDLs are issued by state governments.

Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements.

T-bills are issued in three maturities -- 91 days, 182 days and 364 days, whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years, with the majority of issuances taking place in the 10-year maturity segment.

Earlier in 2018, NSE had introduced an online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh or re-issuances (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism.

The exchange also added SDLs to this facility in November 2019.

In addition to G-secs, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital market segment, which provides an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market.

"Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now all the major government securities including G-sec, SDL and T-bills are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms," NSE Managing Director and CEO Vikram Limaye, said.

To date, the government securities market is dominated by institutional investors, he added.

According to him, availability of these securities in the capital market segment for trading, coupled with NSE's wide reach, is likely to increase participation of retail investors in this asset class. This will aid in diversifying the investor base for the government securities.
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NSE launches trading in T-bills, SDLs in capital market segment

New Delhi: National Stock Exchange (NSE) on Tuesday introduced trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment. In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, NSE said in a statement. It said dated government securities are already offered in the capital market segment. T-bills and SDLs have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice.

Now, T-bills, SDLs on NSE platform

New Delhi, July 28

NSE on Tuesday introduced trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment. In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, the National Stock Exchange said in a statement. It said dated government securities (G-secs) are already offered in the capital market segment. T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the central government whereas SDLs are issued by state governments. Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR requirements.
NSE starts trading in T-bills, SDLs in capital market section

THE NATIONAL STOCK Exchange (NSE) on Tuesday announced the start of its trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment. In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, said the bourse. NSE said the dated government securities, which are already offered in the capital market segment, started trading from July 27. Both are considered as eligible investments for banks to meet their statutory liquidity ratio requirements. **FE BUREAU**
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NSE starts trading of T-bills, SDLs in capital market

The NSE introduced trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment. In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, the NSE said in a statement. It said dated government securities (G-secs) are already offered in the capital market segment. T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group.
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NSE starts trading of T-bills, SDLs in capital market

The NSE introduced trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment. In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, the NSE said in a statement. It said dated government securities (G-secs) are already offered in the capital market segment. T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group.
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Leading stock exchange NSE on Tuesday introduced trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment.

In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, the National Stock Exchange (NSE) said in a statement.

It said dated government securities (G-secs) are already offered in the capital market segment.

T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the central government whereas SDLs are issued by state governments.

Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements.

T-bills are issued in three maturities -- 91 days, 182 days and 364 days, whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years, with the majority of issuances taking place in the 10-year maturity segment.

Earlier in 2018, NSE had introduced an online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh or re-issuances (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism.

The exchange also added SDLs to this facility in November 2019.

Haribhumi

एनएसई ने पूंजी बाजार खंड में ट्रेजरी बिल कारोबार किया शुरू वाई दिल्ली। प्रमुख शेयर बाजार एनएसई ने अपनी पूंजी बाजार खंड में ट्रेजरी बिल (टी-बिल) और राज्य विकास ऋण (एसडीएल) का कारोबार शुरू किया। देशभर उत्तरप्रदेश एंडर प्लेटफॉर्म (एनएसई) ने एक बयान में कहा कि इनवेस्टोर्स कारोबार के साथ निवेशक अब एनएसई कारोबारी सदस्यों के माध्यम से टी-बिल और एसडीएल खरीद और बेच सकते हैं। एनएसई ने बयान में कहा कि विभिन्न लोकतंत्री प्रतिभागित की पहले ही पूंजी बाजार खंड में प्रेशक्ष की जाती है।
नयी दिल्ली: नेशनल स्टॉक एक्सचेंज (एनएसई) ने मंगलवार को अपने पूंजी बाजार खंड में ट्रेजरी बिल (टी-बिल) और राज्य विकास ऋण (एसडीएल) का कारोबार शुरू किया। इक्विटी कारोबार के साथ निवेशक अब एनएसई कारोबारी सदस्यों के माध्यम से टी-बिल और एसडीएल खरीद और बेच सकते हैं। टी-बिल और एसडीएल दोनों सरकारी प्रतिभूति समूह का हिस्सा है और इसे व्यापक रूप से सुरक्षित निवेश माना जाता है। टी-बिल को केंद्र सरकार जारी करती है, जबकि एसडीएल राज्य सरकारों द्वारा जारी किए जाते हैं।

प्रमुख शेरर बाजार्स एनएसई ने मंगलवार को अपने पूंजी बाजार खंड में ट्रेजरी बिल (टी-बिल) और राज्य विकास ऋण (एसडीएल) का कारोबार शुरू किया।

नेशनल स्टॉक एक्सचेंज (एनएसई) ने एक बयान में कहा कि इक्विटी कारोबार के साथ निवेशक अब एनएसई कारोबारी सदस्यों के माध्यम से टी-बिल और एसडीएल खरीद और बेच सकते हैं। एनएसई ने बयान में कहा कि दिनांकित सरकारी प्रतिभूति की पहले ही पूंजी बाजार खंड में पेशकश की जाती है।

टी-बिल और एसडीएल दोनों सरकारी प्रतिभूति समूह का हिस्सा है और इसे व्यापक रूप से सुरक्षित निवेश माना जाता है। टी-बिल को केंद्र सरकार जारी करती है, जबकि एसडीएल राज्य सरकारों द्वारा जारी किए जाते हैं।
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Leading stock exchange NSE on Tuesday introduced trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment.
In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, the National Stock Exchange (NSE) said in a statement.
It said dated government securities (G-secs) are already offered in the capital market segment.
T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the central government whereas SDLs are issued by state governments.
Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements.
T-bills are issued in three maturities -- 91 days, 182 days and 364 days, whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years, with the majority of issuances taking place in the 10-year maturity segment.
Earlier in 2018, NSE had introduced an online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh or re-issuances (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism. The exchange also added SDLs to this facility in November 2019.

In addition to G-secs, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital market segment, which provides an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market.

"Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now all the major government securities including G-sec, SDL and T-bills are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms," NSE Managing Director and CEO Vikram Limaye, said.

To date, the government securities market is dominated by institutional investors, he added.

According to him, availability of these securities in the capital market segment for trading, coupled with NSE's wide reach, is likely to increase participation of retail investors in this asset class. This will aid in diversifying the investor base for the government securities.
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NSE introduces Trading of T-bills and SDLs in Capital Market Segment

Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements.  
28 July 2020

National Stock Exchange of India Ltd (NSE), India’s leading stock exchange started trading in T-bills (Treasury Bills) and SDLs (State Development Loans) in its Capital Market Segment. In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE Trading Members. The Dated Government Securities (G-sec) are already offered in Capital Market Segment. The trading started on 27th July 2020.

T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the Central Government whereas SDLs are issued by State Governments. Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements. T-bills are issued in three maturities namely 91 days, 182 days and 364 days whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years with the majority of issuance taking place in the 10 year maturity segment.

Earlier in 2018, NSE had introduced the NSE goBID online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh/re-issuances (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism. From Nov 2019, NSE also added SDLs to this facility. NSE has facilitated subscription of more than Rs. 240 crores from retail investors in government securities. In addition to G-sec, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital market segment which provide an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market.

Vikram Limaye, MD & CEO, NSE said, “Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now all the major government securities including G-sec, SDL and T-bills are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms. To date, the government securities market is dominated by institutional investors. We believe that with the NSE goBID primary platform and the availability of these securities in the Capital Market Segment for trading, coupled with NSE’s wide reach is likely to increase participation of retail investors in this asset class. This will aid in diversifying the investor base for the Government of India securities.”
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Leading stock exchange NSE on Tuesday introduced trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment.

In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, the National Stock Exchange (NSE) said in a statement.

It said dated government securities (G-secs) are already offered in the capital market segment.

T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the central government whereas SDLs are issued by state governments.
Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements.

T-bills are issued in three maturities -- 91 days, 182 days and 364 days, whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years, with the majority of issuances taking place in the 10-year maturity segment.

Earlier in 2018, NSE had introduced an online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh or re-issuances (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism.

The exchange also added SDLs to this facility in November 2019.

In addition to G-secs, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital market segment, which provides an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market.

"Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now all the major government securities including G-sec, SDL and T-bills are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms," NSE Managing Director and CEO Vikram Limaye, said.

To date, the government securities market is dominated by institutional investors, he added.

According to him, availability of these securities in the capital market segment for trading, coupled with NSE's wide reach, is likely to increase participation of retail investors in this asset class. This will aid in diversifying the investor base for the government securities.
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Leading stock exchange NSE on Tuesday introduced trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment.

In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, the National Stock Exchange (NSE) said in a statement.

It said dated government securities (G-secs) are already offered in the capital market segment.

T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the central government whereas SDLs are issued by state governments.

Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements.

T-bills are issued in three maturities -- 91 days, 182 days and 364 days, whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years, with the majority of issuances taking place in the 10-year maturity segment.

Earlier in 2018, NSE had introduced an online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh or re-issuances (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism.

The exchange also added SDLs to this facility in November 2019.

In addition to G-secs, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital market segment, which provides an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market.

"Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now all the major government securities including G-sec, SDL and T-bills are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms," NSE Managing Director and CEO Vikram Limaye, said.

To date, the government securities market is dominated by institutional investors, he added.

According to him, availability of these securities in the capital market segment for trading, coupled with NSE's wide reach, is likely to increase participation of retail investors in this asset class. This will aid in diversifying the investor base for the government securities.

https://newslivenation.in/nse-introduces-trading-of-t-bills-sdls-in-capital-market-segment/

Good Returns
T-bills, Govt securities trading on NSE eased for retail investors
28 July 2020

On Tuesday, NSE announced the introduction of trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment. In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, the stock exchange said in a statement. It said dated government securities (G-secs) are already offered in the capital market segment.
T-bills and SDLs are both a part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the central government whereas SDLs are issued by state governments. Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements. T-bills are issued in three maturities (91 days, 182 days and 364 days), whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years, with the majority of issuance taking place in the 10-year maturity segment. NSE had introduced an online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh or re-issuance (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism in 2018. This facility was extended to SDLs in November 2019. In addition to G-secs, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital market segment, which provides an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market.


Devdiscourse
NSE introduces trading of T-bills, SDLs in capital market segment
28 July 2020

Leading stock exchange NSE on Tuesday introduced trading in treasury bills (T-bills) and state development loans (SDLs) in its capital market segment.

In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE trading members, the National Stock Exchange (NSE) said in a statement.

It said dated government securities (G-secs) are already offered in the capital market segment.

T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the central government whereas SDLs are issued by state governments.

Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements.

T-bills are issued in three maturities -- 91 days, 182 days and 364 days, whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years, with the majority of issuances taking place in the 10-year maturity segment.

Earlier in 2018, NSE had introduced an online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh or re-issuances (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism.

The exchange also added SDLs to this facility in November 2019.

In addition to G-secs, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital market segment, which provides an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market.

"Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now all the major government securities including G-sec, SDL and T-bills are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms," NSE Managing Director and CEO Vikram Limaye, said.

To date, the government securities market is dominated by institutional investors, he added.

According to him, availability of these securities in the capital market segment for trading, coupled with NSE's wide reach, is likely to increase participation of retail investors in this asset class. This will aid in diversifying the investor base for the government securities.


Global Prime News
NSE Introduces Trading of T-bills and SDLs in Capital Market Segment
28 July 2020

National Stock Exchange of India Ltd (NSE), India’s leading stock exchange started trading in T-bills (Treasury Bills) and SDLs (State Development Loans) in its Capital Market Segment. In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE Trading Members. The Dated Government Securities (G-sec) are already offered in Capital Market Segment. The trading started on 27th July 2020.

T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the Central Government whereas SDLs are issued by State Governments. Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements. T-bills are issued in three maturities namely 91 days, 182 days and 364 days whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years with the majority of issuance taking place in the 10 year maturity segment.
Earlier in 2018, NSE had introduced the NSE goBID online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh/re-issuances (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism. From Nov 2019, NSE also added SDLs to this facility. NSE has facilitated subscription of more than Rs. 240 crores from retail investors in government securities. In addition to G-sec, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital market segment which provide an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market.

Vikram Limaye, MD & CEO, NSE said, “Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now all the major government securities including G-sec, SDL and T-bills are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms. To date, the government securities market is dominated by institutional investors. We believe that with the NSE goBID primary platform and the availability of these securities in the Capital Market Segment for trading, coupled with NSE’s wide reach is likely to increase participation of retail investors in this asset class. This will aid in diversifying the investor base for the Government of India securities.”


Konexio Network
NSE Introduces Trading of T-bills and SDLs in Capital Market Segment
28 July 2020

National Stock Exchange of India Ltd (NSE), India’s leading stock exchange started trading in T-bills (Treasury Bills) and SDLs (State Development Loans) in its Capital Market Segment. In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE Trading Members. The Dated Government Securities (G-sec) are already offered in Capital Market Segment. The trading started on 27th July 2020.

T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the Central Government whereas SDLs are issued by State Governments. Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements. T-bills are issued in three maturities namely 91 days, 182 days and 364 days whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years with the majority of issuance taking place in the 10 year maturity segment.

Earlier in 2018, NSE had introduced the NSE goBID online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh/re-issuances (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism. From Nov 2019, NSE also added SDLs to this facility. NSE has facilitated subscription of more than Rs. 240 crores from retail investors in government securities. In addition to G-sec, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital market segment which provide an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market.

Vikram Limaye, MD & CEO, NSE said, “Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now all the major government securities including G-sec, SDL and T-bills are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms. To date, the government securities market is dominated by institutional investors. We believe that with the NSE goBID primary platform and the availability of these securities in the Capital Market Segment for trading, coupled with NSE’s wide reach is likely to increase participation of retail investors in this asset class. This will aid in diversifying the investor base for the Government of India securities.”

https://www.konexionetwork.com/NewsDetails.aspx?newsid=2aa57ebf-3a79-4884-9787-f05e30ec08c4

India Daily Mail
NSE Introduces Trading of T-bills and SDLs in Capital Market Segment
28 July 2020

National Stock Exchange of India Ltd (NSE), India’s leading stock exchange started trading in T-bills (Treasury Bills) and SDLs (State Development Loans) in its Capital Market Segment. In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE Trading Members. The Dated Government Securities (G-sec) are already offered in Capital Market Segment. The trading started on 27th July 2020.

T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the Central Government whereas SDLs are issued by State Governments. Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements. T-bills are issued in three maturities namely 91 days, 182 days and 364 days whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years with the majority of issuance taking place in the 10 year maturity segment.
Earlier in 2018, NSE had introduced the NSE goBID online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh/re-issuances (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism. From Nov 2019, NSE also added SDLs to this facility. NSE has facilitated subscription of more than Rs. 240 crores from retail investors in government securities. In addition to G-sec, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital market segment which provide an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market.

Vikram Limaye, MD & CEO, NSE said, “Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now all the major government securities including G-sec, SDL and T-bills are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms. To date, the government securities market is dominated by institutional investors. We believe that with the NSE goBID primary platform and the availability of these securities in the Capital Market Segment for trading, coupled with NSE’s wide reach is likely to increase participation of retail investors in this asset class. This will aid in diversifying the investor base for the Government of India securities.”


Newzz
NSE starts trading of T-bills, SDLs in capital markets segment
July 29, 2020

National Stock Exchange of India Ltd (NSE), India’s leading stock exchange started trading in T-bills (Treasury Bills) and SDLs (State Development Loans) in its Capital Market Segment. In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE Trading Members. The Dated Government Securities (G-sec) are already offered in Capital Market Segment. The trading started on 27th July 2020.

T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the Central Government whereas SDLs are issued by State Governments. Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements. T-bills are issued in three maturities namely 91 days, 182 days and 364 days whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years with the majority of issuance taking place in the 10 year maturity segment.

Earlier in 2018, NSE had introduced the NSE goBID online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh/re-issuances (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism. From Nov 2019, NSE also added SDLs to this facility. NSE has facilitated subscription of more than Rs. 240 crores from retail investors in government securities. In addition to G-sec, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital market segment which provide an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market.

Vikram Limaye, MD & CEO, NSE said, “Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now all the major government securities including G-sec, SDL and T-bills are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms. To date, the government securities market is dominated by institutional investors. We believe that with the NSE goBID primary platform and the availability of these securities in the Capital Market Segment for trading, coupled with NSE’s wide reach is likely to increase participation of retail investors in this asset class. This will aid in diversifying the investor base for the Government of India securities.”

National Stock Exchange of India Ltd (NSE), India’s leading stock exchange started trading in T-bills (Treasury Bills) and SDLs (State Development Loans) in its Capital Market Segment. In line with equity trading, investors can now buy and sell T-bills and SDLs through NSE Trading Members. The Dated Government Securities (G-sec) are already offered in Capital Market Segment. The trading started on 27th July 2020.

T-bills and SDLs are both part of the government securities group and have been widely accepted as a safer investment choice. T-bills are issued by the Central Government whereas SDLs are issued by State Governments. Both are reckoned as eligible investments for banks for the purpose of meeting SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) requirements. T-bills are issued in three maturities namely 91 days, 182 days and 364 days whereas SDLs are largely issued in the range of 3 to 35 years with the majority of issuance taking place in the 10 year maturity segment.

Earlier in 2018, NSE had introduced the NSE goBID online platform to allow retail investors to invest in fresh/re-issuances (primary market) of G-secs and T-bills through the non-competitive bidding mechanism. From Nov 2019, NSE also added SDLs to this facility. NSE has facilitated subscription of more than Rs. 240 crores from retail investors in government securities. In addition to G-sec, now T-bills and SDLs are also offered in the capital market segment which provide an alternate exit route to these investors who have subscribed through the primary market.

Vikram Limaye, MD & CEO, NSE said, “Availability of a secondary market for these securities would encourage participation in the primary markets. Now all the major government securities including G-sec, SDL and T-bills are offered at NSE in both primary and secondary market platforms. To date, the government securities market is dominated by institutional investors. We believe that with the NSE goBID primary platform and the availability of these securities in the Capital Market Segment for trading, coupled with NSE’s wide reach is likely to increase participation of retail investors in this asset class. This will aid in diversifying the investor base for the Government of India securities.”